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The purpose of a scientific publication is to provide the most truthful channel of communication between the authors that produce the research and the readers that intend to extrapolate that research to their respective populations.

As expressed by Donald Miller in his last editorial, research fraud is a current and extremely concerning issue for scientific journals, for editorial teams and for the authors themselves. However, there is a grey area between probabilistic error (random) and systematic error (due to inadequate methodology usually linked to the selection of subjects and/or variable measurements, among others) and fraud including plagiarism, fabrication of data and data manipulation or forgery. The latter type of fraud includes the intentional deviation in the design of the initial protocol in such a way that both random and systematic error may be used to accomplish the intentional deviation from the original protocol. This editorial focuses on establishing the boundaries separating these three aspects based on their intensity in the scientific publication, which jeopardize the credibility of the journals, of the authors and even of the publishing team, including the editors.

Though the underlying assumption is that researchers act in good faith and that misinterpretation of random and systematic errors basically evidence the inadequate preparation or incompetence of the authors, as Steen said, there is also the possibility of acting in bad faith in the case of fraud. This situation is so evident that between 2000 and 2010, 788 articles were written and published in English, describing the results of research in humans or human-derived material. The principal author of the articles retracted for fraud has a history of committing fraud in other publications 53% of the time, while the principal author of articles retracted for error exhibited a repetitive conduct 18% of the time. This shows a deliberate attitude towards fraud.

Figure 1 is a graphical representation of the potential impact on the truthfulness of the scientific publication as a result of random and systematic error and fraud. It depicts how the boundaries that separate random and systematic error from fraud may be indiscernible, and depending on the intentionality of the authors to introduce rather than avoid error, any type of error may turn into a form of fraud (Fig.1).

Random error

Random error is the result of repeated measurements - either on the same subject or different subjects of the population studied - that varies in an unpredictable manner, while systematic error (non-random) occurs when these measurements vary in a predictable manner and hence, the real value of the measurement may be over or underestimated. One of the assumptions of the scientific method is the possibility of random error so that to properly manage the trials accounting for associations beyond a random effect, sample size adjustments are needed to proof a particular hypothesis or for sampling that considers this level of error. Such error occurs constantly and is acknowledged as a source that may affect the truthfulness of the research, however, it must be less than 5% of the total number of expected
associations. That is, out of 100 associations, 95 do in fact occur and 5 may be random events (error = 5%).

From the methodological perspective, this error is taken into account when testing the hypotheses, the size of the sample, the random selection of subjects and the random variability of diagnostic tests.7

Systematic Error (bias)

A systematic error is defined as a deviation from the true results that persists throughout (not random); hence the term systematic.5 This error has a stronger impact on the truthfulness of the data because it provides wrongful data and misleading results. It is evidenced by the inappropriate selection of subjects (selection bias) or by the measurement of exposure or outcome variables (measurement bias). However, Sacket reports up to 56 different types of possible research biases,6 ranging from the design of the protocol and its corresponding literature review, to the publication of the results of the research, including the interpretation of the data and the journal of publication. Figure 2 illustrates some of the most frequent time points at which systematic error may occur. The points indicated are not exclusive (Fig. 2). This bias may be introduced by the researchers consciously or unconsciously, crossing the limits of fraud when it is done purposefully and unconsciously or non-intentional due to the poor skills of the author in scientific writing.

Fraud

The term fraud is used in different areas and although it was coined a long time ago, the term fraud has been recently associated with scientific research due to the severe deviations that have taken place in scientific reporting by some authors and the huge potential impact this may have on the practice of health care professionals, bibliometry and research itself. A broader definition of scientific misconduct is suggested by the National Science Foundation (NSF): “fabrication, falsification, plagiarism, deception or other practices that seriously deviate from those that are commonly accepted within the scientific community for proposing, conducting or reporting research...”.8 Such definition includes not just plagiarism, manipulation and fabrication of data, but also failing to follow good research practices; i.e., failing to request the corresponding authorizations from the research and/or ethics committees as appropriate, non complying with informed consent or protocol deviations without the approval of the respective committees upon an in-depth analysis of the causes.

In the case of plagiarism, though this practice can be easily detected through state-of-the-art IT, there are still misconceptions by authors about copyright and sometimes authorization is requested to the authors of the original research instead of the journal that published the article and most often the copyright belongs to the journal. Under these circumstances there is no bad faith by the authors, but it is plagiarism for failing to request the required authorization for copying. This highlights the need for continuous education and information for scientific writing.

The same applies to thematic reviews in which the authors assume that an update of a review allows the use of a previously published version and submit it for publication in a different journal with the addition of a few references, making the assumption that the copyright of new revision belongs to the author who made the update. This is also the case with “adapted” tables that are in fact taken directly from the original sources (even if they are translated), failing to obtain the corresponding authorizations. All of these are potential sources of plagiarism and are considered fraud, even when the author acts out of ignorance and not with the preconceived idea of deceiving. Inadequate training is not an excuse for the author of his/her supervisors; on the contrary, all of them are at risk of being excluded and stigmatized in
the field of scientific publications. Several articles have been published in this journal on the topic of plagiarism,9–11 moved by a potential plagiarism detected upon completion of the peer review and translation process, during the editorial design phase.

It is then clear that the boundaries separating random and systematic error are identified in terms of the methodological approach of the article and are usually not considered fraud, under the “a priori” assumption that the author is acting on good faith and is understandable in the light of the difficulty to establish poor knowledge about the appropriate methodological approaches to avoid systematic error or misinterpretation of random error.

These boundaries will become increasingly clear as other researchers - either directly or indirectly – denounce any violations to the protocols or misrepresentation of the research outcomes, as discussed by Nylenna in his review on “scientific dishonesty” in the Nordic countries.12

On the other hand, the use of statistical tools has been suggested to assess the body or research by the same author so as to make a descriptive checkup of the behavior of the data that could indicate fabrication or forging. Such analysis was recently used to identify a serious problem with the research data submitted by Yoshitaka Fujii et al.13 An overview of the set of articles by other authors (Joachim Boldt et al.) evidenced that 89 of their articles had been dismissed by the Institutional Research Committee.14 Such behavior is consistent with the definition of misconduct, since it is a deviation from the accepted good practices in research.

Furthermore, the Committee on Publication Ethics15 was established as an institution that helps publishers, authors and journals to understand and confront these situations, with the objective of promoting the integrity of scientific publications. The Committee is intended for directors and publishers of periodical peer-reviewed journals, to discuss all aspects of ethics in scientific publications and gives advice in the management of research and scientific publication misconduct.

The Committee was established in 1997 by a small group of publishers of medical journals in the United Kingdom and currently has over 7000 members from different academic areas throughout the world. Membership is open to publishers of academic journals and other persons interested in the ethics of publication. The Colombian Journal of Anesthesiology was recently admitted as member of the Committee.

COPE lists a number of ethical misconducts in scientific publications, including: author's error, authorship, changes in authorship, consent for publication, violations to the rights of the author, fabrication of data, manipulation of data including falsifying, authorship disputes, editorial independence, editorial misconduct, phantom writers, the authorship gift, image manipulation, lack of ethical approval, deceitful information, multiple presentations, overlapping publications, patient confidentiality, peer review process, plagiarism, auto-plagiarism, non disclosed financial support for publication, non-ethical research and unethical treatment, among other.15 These ethical issues have been discussed in the past and continue to be debated to provide guidance to editors and journals.

Finally, the consequences

Random, systematic error and fraud impact the quality of scientific research, leading to a chain reaction for the authors using research on health related topics:

- Researchers doing secondary studies and those who use those results as the basis to generate new hypothetical questions. Retracted articles must be excluded from completed and published systematic reviews. One usually finds changes in the conclusions of those reviews upon the exclusion of retracted articles that led to misrepresentations due to bias or fraud.
- Health care professionals who make practical changes in their approaches and practice based on the results of the research.
- Patients who potentially receive – or do not receive – diagnostic or therapeutic interventions as a result of the studies / trials.
- References prepared based on the citation of those articles.

Korpela studied the post-retraction citations of an article, specifically following the Breuning case. Korpela found that positive citations continued to be made of retracted articles written by Breuning, up to 24 years after the article had been retracted.16 This shows the potential negative impact of deceitful or biased articles and the extended period of time during which these articles continue to be used in future research.

It is obvious that the boundaries between error and fraud are fuzzier when there is a large dose of good faith in the authors and a lot of ignorance with regards to the implementation of the scientific method. In contrast, these boundaries become clearer when the authors’ bad faith is identified, regardless of how knowledgeable they may be about the scientific method. Whichever the case may be, there is no excuse for the inexactness of a scientific publication or the retraction of articles; the introduction of new technologies and software availability will certainly help to identify these deviations more often than it has been the case in the past. Nevertheless, such issues will continue to stigmatize both the journals and the editorial teams.
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